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Highlights:

- Directional emission properties give rise to a spectral band-gap response enhancement.
- The subsequent emission intensity can increase by up to 3.5 times.
- FWHM of approximately 60 nm in a defined direction is achieved.
- SP coupling rate is approximately 80% on the metal grating structure.
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Abstract:
This study demonstrates the feasibility of enhancing an organic based plasmon-emitting diode on the directional light beaming efficiency by near-field surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) in both metal grating and polymer grating nanostructures. The interaction between organic/metal and PR/metal interfaces to cause SPPs can facilitate specific directional emission. Directional emission properties give rise to a spectral band-gap response enhancement. Our results also verify that efficient surface plasmon grating coupled emissions (SPGCEs) can improve directionality under index mediated tuning. Experimental results indicate SP decoupling emission in the visible light. The subsequent emission intensity can increase by up to 3.5 times. Moreover, a narrow FWHM of approximately 60 nm in a defined direction is achieved, and a SP coupling rate is approximately 80% on the metal grating structure. The proposed is highly promising for use as an active plasmonic emitter and discoloration biosensors with enhanced SPPs resonance energy, owing to interactions with the organic/metal nanostructure.
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1. Introduction

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [1-4] are photons passing through a dielectric material and metal film surfaces causing their density to free electrons to resonate with energy transfer at the same wavevector as the coupling photon's wave. Most research in the recent decade has focused on increasing radiation efficiency [5-7], in which surface plasmon coupled emissions (SPCE) mechanisms from fluorescent molecules by incident wave excite an evanescent field near the Kretschmann configuration [8-10]. Recent efforts have implemented organic based plasmonic emitting diodes by using the surface plasmon grating coupled emissions (SPGCE) [11, 12] to develop related design concepts and technologies for sensing applications [13-17]. This SPGCE brings internal dipole interaction and light extraction mechanisms on the metal nanostructures [18, 19]. While consisting of hybrid modes of light fields and oscillating electron fields at the metal/organic material interfaces, SPGCE uses the spontaneous emission of tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq₃) organic semiconductor molecules to excite surface plasmon resonance (SPR) by grating coupled emission. The emissions correspond to the resonant condition of surface plasmon (SP) modes on the organic/Au interface and grating coupled to the Au/air interface for the emission of light. This light extraction passes through a metal approach to excite the evanescent wave on the periodic nanostructure, leading to a highly tunable emission property and increasing the luminescence efficiency.

This study develops different mechanisms based on SPR to compare the propagation property for the coupling effect of an electrical field and higher radiative emission rate. While our previous studies [11, 17] have addressed this question, certain aspects are explored in more detail in this study, especially surface plasmon band gap (SPBG) modes associated with both the excitation and extraction interaction [20, 21]. An attempt is also made to more thoroughly elucidate the nature of all of the SPPs modes uncovered by
examining the dispersion relation for a grating distribution at the resonance frequency for each mode. The proposed SPGCE method is highly promising for use in biosensor applications, owing to its high speed, label-free and high sensitivity capabilities with real-time reaction monitoring.

2. Experimental methods and theoretical models

This study has designed different plasmonic emitting devices by verifying a proposition involving the relationship between the SPR coupling effect of excitation and emission rate of extraction. In the device fabrication, the nanostructure with lamellar grating patterns is prepared by using electron-beam lithography (EBL). The grating pattern consists of 100 nm thick Au on Si-Si$_3$N$_4$ substrate with an exposure area of 1.2×1.2 mm$^2$, as shown by four devices in Fig. 1. The pattern of grating pitch size of 500 nm consists of four devices of Au-film/Au(grating) for device-1 and Au-film/PR(grating) for device-2, and Au-film/Au(grating)/Alq$_3$ for device-3 and Au-film/PR(grating)/Alq$_3$ for device-4 structure, respectively. The device-1 and device-2 structures were without the organic Alq$_3$ layer. The device-3 and device-4 structures were fabricated by thermally evaporating organic Alq$_3$ layer. The layer of 80 nm thick emissive Alq$_3$ deposited by thermal evaporation under vacuum (~10$^{-7}$ Torr) to obtain the corrugated structures of the organic thin films. The details of the fabrication process were reported in our previous work [11, 17].

In this system setup, an angular interrogation-based SPR sensor system is designed for $\theta/2\theta$-mode (GWC Technologies, USA) and photoluminescence (PL) emission measurement system (Fig. 2) for angular fluorescence spectra-mode by using the designated SPGCE structure. These angle measurement systems are used to implement the SP absorption mode and SP emission mode spectra. This PL system has two kinds of light sources for a 405-nm laser diode light source (BWB-405-20E (20mW), B&W TEK Inc, USA) and a white light source (Newport Oriel Spectral Luminator 69050) used to excite
Alq₃ molecules at a fixed incident angle of 45° on the SPGCE device. A laser passes through a camera objective lens, iris diaphragms, polarizer filter and convex lenses, focuses on the device chip. Organic light emitters are pumped by laser directly, and we scan the photoluminescence from different angles. These devices are placed on a rotational stage, and a spectrum meter on the arm connected to the stage makes a revolution around the chip. The emissions of organic film on metal grating nanostructures are collected by a focal lens and analyzed by the high-resolution spectrometer (HR2000 UV-NIR, Ocean Optics Co.). The spectrometer is moved at an angle (θₑ) to determine the PL intensity of that specific emission angle in order to examine the variations of top-side emitted light.

### 2.1 Theoretical models of grating coupled SPR (GCSPR)

Briefly, the grating coupled SPR (GCSPR) [22, 23] is formed by a periodically symmetrical lamellar grating, (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). An incident single-wavelength of TM mode plane wave is separated, upon reflection, into different orders. When the grating period is shorter than the wavelength of light, the SP wave vector (k_{SP}) is longer than the wave vector (k//) of the light and can comply with the SPR conditions in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). These equations show the construction for the k vectors of the plane waves. The angle of reflection of m_{th} order may be related to the angle of incidence, as obtained from Eq. (3).

\[ k_{sp} = \pm k_0 \sqrt{\frac{\epsilon_m n_{eff}^2}{\epsilon_m + n_{eff}^2}} \]  \tag{1}

\[ k// = n_{eff} k_0 \sin(\theta) = k_{SP} \pm m_{th} \frac{2\pi}{\Lambda} \]  \tag{2}

\[ \sin \theta_R^{(m_{th})} = \sin \theta_i + \frac{m_{th} \lambda}{\Lambda} \]  \tag{3}

\[ n_{eff} = \sqrt{\epsilon_{eff}} = \sqrt{\epsilon_\perp - \epsilon_\parallel} \]  \tag{4}
where $\varepsilon_m$ is the permittivity of the thin gold film; $\theta_i$ is the angle of incidence; $\theta^{(m)}_R$ is the angle of reflection of $m_{th}$ order and depends on wavelength; $\Lambda$ is the pitch of the grating; $n_{eff}$ [24] is the effective complex refractive index of the grating nanostructure; $\varepsilon_\bot$ is the electrical field component orthogonal to the grating period dielectric constant; and $\varepsilon_\parallel$ is the electrical field component oriented parallel to the dielectric constant of the grating bars. Its behavior is observed through the excitation of surface plasmons, which are strong optical resonances based on coherent oscillations of the free electrons in the metal grating surface. Therefore, the reflected waves consist of an infinite sum of plane waves propagating at different angles with respect to the $z$ axis. The SPR angles depend on the wavelength of the incident wave.

The GCSPR device is based on light diffraction on a periodically modulated surface of a nanostructure. Figure 3(a) shows the SPR dispersion relationship curve for a grating coupler [22, 25]. A vector diagram of the various wave vectors is associated with the incident wavelength, the grating, the diffracted light, and the surface plasmon. When $\Lambda$ to increase the $\theta^{(mth)}_R=\theta_i$ or $\Lambda$ to decrease the $\theta^{(mth)}_R$ becomes imaginary, $k_x$ becomes a surface evanescent wave in $x$ axis propagation. An evanescent wave is an electromagnetic field with an imaginary momentum component in the direction $z$ transverse to the direction of wave propagation $x$, and with an imaginary wavenumber $k_z$. Since the momentum is imaginary, a photon does not propagate towards $z$, despite the existence of the field. Under this circumstance, the surface plasmons are excited by -1st order diffracted light. This coupling condition can be expressed as Eq. (5). Based on Eq. (5), the azimuthal angle at SP coupler occurs is given by Eq. (6). [19, 22]

\[
k_{SP}^2 = n_{eff}^2 k_0^2 \sin^2 \theta_i + \left( m_{th} \frac{2\pi}{\Lambda} \right)^2 \pm 2 m_{th} \frac{2\pi}{\Lambda} k_0 \sin \theta_i \cos \varphi \tag{5}
\]

\[
\cos \varphi = \frac{\lambda}{2 n_{eff} \Lambda \sin \theta_i} |m_1 + m_2| \tag{6}
\]
where $\varphi$ is an azimuthal angle, and $m_1$ and $m_2$ are the diffraction order to which the SP modes associated with them are coupled, where much of the evanescent light is confined.

### 2.2 Theoretical models of SP grating coupled emission (SPGCE)

The proposed SPGCE method is based on the fluorescent emission from the active organic layer and its diffraction in a periodically modulated surface with possible improvement of SPPs, owing to subwavelength grating of metallic thin films. Based on use of SPGCE device as a simplified model, Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show the possible interaction mechanisms. The SPGCE method of a given surface plasmon photonic defines its optical properties, including transmission, reflection, and angular dependence. Spatial distribution of an electromagnetic field can be manipulated in a SP band-gap to improve the local field in a dielectric. Figure 3(b) shows the changes from non-radiative SPPs to radiative emission by the cross-coupling of grating nanostructure of specific direction optical properties under different diffraction orders and emission angles. According to this figure, the cross-coupled energy transfer is equivalent to near-field coupling of the dipole to SPPs modes in organic/metal interface. In the SPGCE theoretical model, at a certain wavelength, ($\lambda$) can originate from the matching momentums of the internal emission ($\vartheta_e$) through grating coupler condition (dielectric constant of Alq$_3$ and pitch size of $\Lambda$) to the organic/metal ($k_{SP(organic/metal)}$) dispersion curve, as shown in Eq. (7). Equation (8) is the wave-vectors parallel to the surface of the emission light. Moreover, Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) give such a matching condition for the guided mode of the organic layer and the coupling of light emission. SP-coupling emission occurs when the Bragg equation satisfies the SP wave resonance,

$$k_{SP(metal/organic)} = k_0 \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_{metal} \cdot \varepsilon_{organic}}{\varepsilon_{metal} + \varepsilon_{organic}}}$$

(7)
\[
\sin(\theta_{\text{emission}}) = \frac{k_{sp}}{k_0 \sqrt{\varepsilon_{neff}}} \pm \frac{m_{ik} 2\pi}{k_0 \Lambda}
\]

where \( k_{sp} \) is the SP wave vector parallel to the surface of the interfaces between metal and dielectric (e.g., the organic/metal interface); \( \varepsilon_{metal} \) is the permittivity of the thin gold film; and \( \varepsilon_{organic} \) is the permittivity of the organic film. This property provides an effective approach for the dynamic control of light emission and absorption in SP modes. For the SPGCE theoretical model, a portion of light is propagated outwards through organic layers into the air. Therefore, Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show three wave vectors, i.e. \( k_{\text{radiative}}(k_{rad}) \), \( k_{\text{nrad-radiative}}(k_{nrad}) \), and \( k_{sp}(\text{metal/organic}) \), between different interfaces of a grating nanostructure. Such cross-coupling includes SPs and waveguide mode across the metal film.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Determination the resonance properties from the GCSPR structure

This study implements the angular interrogation method in the (\( \theta-2\theta \)) mode of PL system for white light source. The angular modulation scheme adopts utilizes a zero order reflected configuration in which a range of angles on monochromatic light are incident onto the top side of the grating layer. The angle is scanned with a computer controlled motorized stage with a step size of 0.0025°. The GCSPR device is placed in the center of rotation of a high resolution rotary table measuring azimuthal angle (\( \phi \)). The out coupled beam is transmitted through a 2X telocentric lens, which has a working distance of 6.5 cm on a 1.2 Mega pixel Monochrome-CCD camera (The Imaging Source Europe GmbH). The camera determines coupled optical image change in ambient refraction index, leading to an observable shift of angle (\( \theta \)) and intensity change in the reflectance.

Figure 4 shows the changes of angular-dependent reflectivity around resonant angle from the GCSPR device by using a TM polarized light source (PL system for white light source). The resonant peak for the grating coupler is measured on a rotary table at zero
position (azimuthal angle $\varphi=0$ degree) with different incidence angles of reflected light ($\theta=10$~50 degrees). According to Figs. 4(a) for device-1 and 4(b) for device-2 structure, there is a minimum in the reflection of the difference wavelength light at a specific angle. The coupling efficiency is on the -1st order of approximately 60% for device-1 and 50% for device-2. Next, consider a situation, in the device-1 structure, when the incidence light of 630 nm produces the SPR angle on 10 degrees. Our results reveal a common phenomenon in which an increasing wavelength of incident light can produce a greater SP resonance angle. In the device-2 structure, the SP resonance characteristics of angle shift are opposite those of the device-1 structure. The SPR propagation loss occurs mainly owing to the surface roughness and the electric field characteristic of hetero-junction contact in the dielectric/metal interfaces [26].

In Figs. 4(c) for device-1 and 4(d) for device-2 structure show the analysis results of the SPR resonant angle ($\theta$) with azimuthal angle ($\varphi$). Comparing the measurement and calculation results reveals that the azimuthal angle characteristic exhibits SPR angle in angular interrogation for the azimuth values $\varphi$ from 0 to 50 degrees. This study also confirms the existence of SPP by calculating the measurement results of the theoretical model of grating coupler on a thin layer of metal with the momentum-matching condition of a GCSPR in our experimental configuration.

### 3.2 Determination of the resonance properties from the SPGCE structure

Photoluminescence (PL) measurement for white light source is taken for the specific directional resonance spectra produced by a designated SPGCE device. This experiment was performed at Glovebox Systems for operationally high purity levels < 1 PPM of O$_2$ and H$_2$O at room temperature. The SPGCE device can be significantly enhanced from the three mechanisms, i.e., coupled SPP from Alq$_3$ scattering emission, non-radiative mode, and excitation of the waveguide mode in internal metal nanostructures. This study also
discusses these mechanisms of such enhancement and tunability from organic molecules on a grating nanostructure via the SPGCE device.

In SPGCE devices, these structures of lamellar grating patterns use the electron-beam lithography fabrication procedure. Next, thin films of Alq$_3$ for 80 nm were fabricated via thermal evaporation. The side-view of Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) shows the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the SPGCE devices. The cross sections are the device-3 and device-4 structures.

The excitation of SPGCE resonance spectra is monitored using the above angular interrogation measurement mode for PL system.

This PL system is a white light source used to excite Alq$_3$ molecules at different incident angles on the SPGCE device. Figure 6 shows the different incident angles at a specific resonance absorption capacity. 500 nm of the pitch size allows for the otherwise absorption SPR mode to be coupled by the SPGCE diffraction condition. The spectral position of this resonance is governed by the pitch size and shape and by the dielectric functions of both the metal and the surrounding media [17, 26, 27]. Organic layer Alq$_3$ and periodical structures are used as the medium to demonstrate control over SPPs propagation on the SPGCE structures. Figures 6(a) and 6(c) show different incident angles from 10 to 30 degrees to analyze the wavelength resonant spectral characteristics. Figures 6(b) and 6(d) show a 3D dispersion relation and resonance absorption characteristics. Its behavior includes dipole–dipole coupling between the metal and organic interference of the plasmons energy transfer. In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the device-3 nanostructure shows a wavevector of -1$^\text{st}$ order for SPP1(Au/Alq$_3$) interfaces, which closely corresponds to the SPR energy modes. In Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), although having resonant spectral response characteristics, the device-4 nanostructure shows three different orders at -1$^\text{st}$ order for SPP1(Au/Alq$_3$), SPP2(Au/PR), and -2$^\text{nd}$ order for SPP3(Au/Alq$_3$) interfaces SPR
absorption. A defect in the grating structure results in strong absorption in visible light range and produces error wave propagation. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the error wave paths, which are P1a, P1b, P2a and P2b points.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the different incident wavelengths (using the PL system for white light source) from 480 to 660 nm and analysis of the resonance angle characteristics. Figure 7(a) shows the different wavelength light irradiation in the device-3 nanostructure from 480 to 560 nm, in which this wave propagation ranges from 35 to 10 degrees. Obviously, the experimental results correlate well with Fig. 6 (b) white line (m) of 2nd order for SPP2(Au/Alq3) mode. Figure 7(b) indicates that the in device-4 nanostructure has two absorption peaks in the small angle of 10~15 degrees and a large angle of 25~35 degrees, respectively. Figure 6(d) shows these two absorption peaks for the propagation path that closely corresponds to the first-order curve of white line (n) of 1st order for SPP1(Au/Alq3) and (O) of 1st order for SPP2(Au/PR) modes.

3.3 Determination of the emission properties from the SPGCE structure

Using the PL method of 405-nm laser that excites SPPs enhances the radiative light and control of the directional emission. Light emission scattering is used to excite an organic layer by surface plasmon on a thin gold film support. The dispersion relation for the scattering light arises from the momentum match between the Au/Alq3 and Au/air regions of the SPGCE device.

Figure 8 shows the behaviors of the SPP at a metal/organic interface via coupler transfer emission for the device-3, device-4 and planar structure. A planar structure has a maximum at 530 nm and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 120 nm, as is expected for Alq3 emission. The SPGCE device results in a shape angular pattern of the emission,
subsequently beaming most of the light into a very narrow angular range of approximately 60 nm of FWHM in a defined direction. The emission angle depends on the index of refraction at the organic/metal or metal/dielectric-layer interfaces. The SP coupler emission intensity can increase by up to 3.5 times. The SPP coupling effect increases the PL peak intensity along with an increase in which the times ratio is 1:2.5:3.5 for planar, device-3 and device-4. The device-3 structure contains two resonant emission peaks, representing the -1\textsuperscript{st} order mode of the metallic slab. The first resonance angle for -20, -15 and -10 degrees at $\lambda_{em} = 520.43$ nm, 540 nm and 526.7 nm, while the second resonance angle for -20, -15 and -10 degrees at $\lambda_{em} = 645.7$ nm, 672.3 nm and 698.6 nm, excites the -1\textsuperscript{st} order mode. Experimental results indicate that these devices have a strong directional emission as well as enhanced intensity. A preliminary estimate is made of the pitch or wavelength of the grating required to scatter the surface plasmon mode back out to light. Above results can be calculated from the SP dispersion relation in Eqs. (7) and (8). This high directional is explained as a combination of an increased efficiency in the excitation of the organic layer and an enhanced spatial coherence, which is achieved by coupling this organic layer to extended plasmon modes in the SPGCE nanostructure, and the subsequent out-coupling to free-space radiation.

Figure 9 shows the SPGCE device resultant of improved luminescence from multiple emission angles vs. SP resonance wavelength spectrogram. Figure 9(a) clearly shows the SPP\textsubscript{1}(Au/Alq\textsubscript{3}) coupled via a Bragg scatter of $\Delta k$ ($-2\pi/\Lambda$) for -1\textsuperscript{st} order dispersion relation. To ensure that the emission is a continuous function of wavelength, this phenomenon exhibits an over coupling (without gap). Figure 9(b) shows the emission dispersion relation ($\omega$-k) at different grating pitch sizes of SPGCE devices by extracting the maximum intensities of PL spectra at different viewing angles.
Figure 9(c) shows the device-4 nanostructure emission properties with a gap of 30 nm (SPBG-1). Its gap is via a Bragg scatter for -1st order to provide an SPP1(Au/Alq3) interaction between the branches scattered. The other a -Δk component for -1st order to provides the SPP2(Au/PR) branches scattered on SPBG-2 of 12 nm. Figure 9(d) summarizes the experimental results of dispersion relation curves for the device-4 structure at different viewing angles. The branches scattered for forward and backward traveling SP modes represent energy gap, which opens up for light at normal emission. The emission optical far-field patterns exhibit the symmetry and shape of the SP mode. The phenomenon is attributed to a metal surface plasmon mediated light out-coupling mechanism, which is also responsible for the relatively high extraction efficiency [20, 21, 28].

Above measurement results demonstrate that the absorption (Figs. 6 and 7) and emission (Figs. 8 and 9) can be more significant than that of SP coupling in terms of the contribution of SP coupling if the Alq3 dipole emission (480~680 nm) can match the SP propagating behavior. This energy effect is attributed to SP excitation modes with respect to extraction associated with a different dispersion relation distribution. However, the SPPs tuning energy can be extracted as light by providing a grating nanostructure. Moreover, SPGCE may be SP coupler mechanisms with such emitter characteristics.

Figures 8 and 9 of the SPPs absorption demonstrate that this absorption exhibits coupler emission in the visible light range. However, also in this case, a surface plasmon mediated extraction mechanism plays an important role in the mode distribution and the overall decoupled efficiency of the emitter. The interaction between surface plasmons and tightly bound organic excited states, or excitons, must be thoroughly understood to determine the promising SPGCE device architecture for plasmonic organic emitter.
4. Conclusion

SPGCE still plays an important role in studying the unique nanostructure characteristics of SPPs resonance modes with the interactions between electron fields on both sides of the metal interfaces. This study has demonstrated of the effectiveness of the metal and PR grating structure of the SP coupling rate and the azimuthal angle resonance characteristics. This study thoroughly investigates the lamellar gratings in the visible spectrum emission. Experimental results indicate that device-3 and device-4 contribute differently in terms of SP band gap with directional emission as well as enhanced intensity. The resulting emission intensity can reach up to 3.5 times, and has a very narrow angular range of about 60 nm of FWHM. In summary, the above results are highly promising for use as highly directional emitter and fluorescence biosensor with enhanced resonance energy, owing to interactions on the organic/metal grating nanostructure.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the working mechanism of the grating structures. The effect of non-radiative modes by Bragg scattering could be utilized the high-efficiency coupling of far-field optical emission at some directional angles. The SPP’s E-fields originate on from positive charges and terminate on negative ones. The samples are a grating coupled SPR (GCSPR) device for the (a) Si-Si$_3$N$_4$ substrate /Au-film (100 nm)/Au-grating (50 nm) for device-1 structure and (b) Si-Si$_3$N$_4$ substrate /Au-film (100 nm)/PR-grating (100 nm) for device-2 structure. The samples are an SP grating coupled emission (SPGCE) device for the (c) Si-Si3N4 substrate /Au-film (100 nm)/Au-grating (50 nm)/Alq$_3$ (80 nm) for device-3 structure. (d) Si-Si$_3$N$_4$ substrate /Au-film (100 nm)/PR-grating (100 nm)/Alq$_3$ (80 nm) for device-4 structure.

Figure 2. Photograph of photoluminescence (PL) emission measurement system setup (1. diode laser of wavelength 405nm, 2. reflective mirror, 3. objective lens, 4. iris diaphragms, 5. polarizer filter, 6 convex lenses, 7. rotational stage, 8. device chip and sample holder, 9. focal lens, and 10. spectrum meter).

Figure 3. Surface plasmon polariton dispersion curves. (a) coupling phase definition of the GCSPR model propagating at a free metal-air interface. (b) Dispersion curve of the SPGCE model for emission phase definition, the explained that intrinsic Alq$_3$ emission and excitation into the Au/Alq$_3$ coupler SP emission angle.

Figure 4. Measurement of the reflectance intensity vs resonance angle from the device-1 structure for (a) and device-2 structure for (b) at TM-polarized light. SP resonance angle shift at a difference azimuthal angle with incident light wavelength (c) device-1 (d) device-2 structures.
Figure 5. SEM images of the SPGCE structure cross section, which display the arrangement of a periodically lamellar layer (a) device-3 structure of Si-Si₃N₄ substrate /Au-film (100 nm)/Au-grating (50 nm)/Alq₃ (80 nm) and (b) device-4 structure of Si-Si₃N₄ substrate /Au-film (100 nm)/PR-grating (100 nm)/Alq₃ (80 nm) on a 500 nm pitch size.

Figure 6. SPGCE results of using SP-coupling to associate them with dispersion relation characteristics. Figures 6(a) and 6(c) show the SPGCE coupler on difference incident light wavelength of the resonance angle for device-3 and device-4 nanostructure, respectively. The spectra of SP resonance at angle of incident $\theta=10^\circ, 15^\circ, 20^\circ, 25^\circ$ and $30^\circ$, respectively. Figures 6(b) and 6(d) show 3D spectra for the incident at different wavelengths to analyze the resonance angle characteristics of device-3 and device-4 nanostructure, respectively.

Figure 7. (a) device-3 structure show -1st order field of SP energy with strong absorption curves, (b) device-4 structure show -1st and -2nd orders at Au/Alq₃ and Au/PR interfaces of SP energy absorption curves.

Figure 8. PL emissions obtained from a SPGCE and planar structure use a 405-nm laser to excite an organic layer. The PL is measured on organic/metal grating. The changes in SPR are measured from the color of different angular spectra.

Figure 9. Experimental measurement of the emission spectra on observation angle ($\theta$) as shown in (a) for device-3 and (b) for device-4 structure shows 3D contour plot of PL spectra (from 430 to 800 nm) at different viewing angles (from $-40^\circ$ to $40^\circ$). (c) for device-3 and (d) for device-4 structure as shown in dispersion relation ($\omega-k$) with different pitch size.
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